Tardis Progression
Once you are able to find and gain access to a broken Tardis, you need to repair its subsystems

Obtain Essential Flight Subsystems
To make your Tardis ready for flight, you need the following subsystems
Dematerialisation Circuit
Fluid Link
Artron Capacitor
Dematerialisation Circuit and Fluid Link are needed for flight, whilst the Fluid Link and Artron
Capacitor are needed to refuel the Tardis.

Gain and Maintaining your Tardis’ Trust
The Tardis is a living being and to ensure its cooperation with you in the future, you need to
interact with it and do activities that can increase its mood and loyalty.
Gaining your Tardis’ trust will be important in your relationship with your Tardis, as you’ll find it
can really handy during the course of your time in-game.
Happy Tardises will be inclined to land more accurately. Additionally, loyal Tardises will be able to
open in response when you “snap your fingers” (activate Snap keybind).
See the Emotional Guide for more information.

Accessing more Subsystems
As you gather more resources you will be able to access other subsystems that can increase the
range of abilities of your Tardis. These include:
1. Interstitial Antenna

1. Allows you to pick up distress calls from other players, detect crashed ships that
can contain scrap materials
2. Chameleon Circuit
1. Disguise your Exterior as other structures in the world, such as trees or cacti.
2. Customise your Exterior with different models
3. Shield Generator
1. Protect your other subsystems from damage when the exterior is damaged.
2. When in space, prevent you from being sucked out when the door opens.
4. Temporal Grace
1. Negate any damage you take inside the Tardis interior.

You can also apply Mending and Unbreaking enchantments to your components for increased
durability and longevity.

Upgrades
You can also extend the abilities of existing subsystems by crafting and installing Upgrades.
Some upgrades such as the Atrium Upgrade can help you move other blocks with your exterior
when you dematerialize.
Other upgrades like the Electrolytic Upgrade are useful for helping you breath in underwater
environments.

Maintaining your systems
It is important to maintain stocks of raw materials to repair your subsystems as you continue to
use your Tardis.
It is recommend you create a cactus farm to keep up supply of green dye that is used for the
Exotronic Circuit.
Additionally, cinnabar will be essential in repairing your Fluid Links via Mercury Bottles.

Redecorating your Interior

If you are seeking to expand your Tardis interior beyond just the console room, you can craft an
ARS Tablet and ARS Egg to get the ARS Structure Start block. The ARS Tablet and ARS Structure
Start Block will allow you to create new corridors or rooms in your Tardis.
If you want to redecorate your console room, ensure to design the interior around the console and
start build from the console block, as it will ensure your interior is symmetrical with the console.
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